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The present paper contains a detailed study of the (right) skew polynomial 
rings over semisimple rings (see definitions below). In a sequel to this paper, 
we shall consider skew polynomial rings over right orders in right Artinian 
rings. The results of this paper as well as its sequel were announced in Ref. [8]. 
Skew polynomial rings over skew fields have been the subject of study for 
quite some time; therefore, the rings considered here may be of some interest 
on their own right. 
1Ve briefly indicate the contents and layout of this paper. In Section 1, 
we recall some definitions and explain some notation. In Section 2 we look 
at the skew polynomial ring Q[x, p] assuming that Q is a self-basic semisimple 
ring and p induces a cycle on the set of primitive idempotents of Q. The series 
considered in Lemma 2.3 may be of independent interest. In Section 3, 
it is shown that the skew polynomial rings over arbitrary semisimple rings 
are finite direct sums of matrix rings over the type of rings considered in 
Section 3. 
Although we have treated skew polynomial rings only, all our results can 
be adopted to skew power series rings over semisimple rings; this requires 
minor changes which are omitted. 
Some special cases of our results are known [I-- 3, 12, and 131. 
1. DEFIXITI~NS AND XOTATION 
All rings are assumed to possess unity; all subrings, homomorphisms and 
modules are unitary. 
Let ,C be a ring and p : S -+ S be a monomorphism. Let S[.x, p] denote the 
set of all formal right polynomials in x with coefficients in S written on the 
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right of powers of x. Define addition in S[s, p] as usual and define a multi- 
plication by assuming the distributive laws and the rule 
It is straightforward to check that S[.V, p] is a ring. If S is a subring of a ring Ii 
and if there exists an isomorphism o : S[s, p] -+ R such that u S =~ id., 
then R is called a (right) skew polynonzial I+? o\-er ,\‘. \\re shall usualI> 
identify S[,A:, p] with H bv 0. The (right) .siwc power SPI.IPS r.iy ox’er S is 
defined analoguousl!-. 
It is clear that the indeterminate T is not uniqucl!; dctermixrd bg 
R ,C[,Y, p]. The fol!owing t!-lx of change of indeterminate will be frequently- 
needed. 1,et u be a unit in S and C bc the inner automorphism of 5’ defined 
C(s) x1521, s t S. It is strnightfor\vard to check that S[x, p] S[su, il p]. 
Let P(R) bc the set of all those elc’n~c~nts of ,Y(s, p] \vhich, when e~presscd 
as a right polynomial in s, have a ulnit in ,5’ as the leading coeflicicnt. \Yc 
olwcr\~e that I’(R) is unchanged ekcn -i\hen the ilidcterminatc in K is char:ged 
from s to .xu, z/ a unit in S. 111 dealinK \vith skew polynonG1 rings. \vc shall 
always begin \vith a fixed indetcrminatc- at hand and \\hen necessary , change it 
in the manner indicated abo\-e. Thus, thr\ c,mis:;ion of the mention of .I in C’(R) 
does not lead to ani confusion. In the situations \\e consider, P(R) thorns 
r)llt to be a*1 r.dtaustirc r<kf:17t tli7Ysor set i3 I?. i.?., :I right divisor set in li such 
that the (classical) right quotient IriIlg of R \\-.I-.t. G’(N) is the tot.11 right 
quotient ring of R. 
The following tylx of rings are intimatel, I’ COilIiWtCd with slit\\- i”)l\-nomial 
rings (as will be clear after wading Section 2). X,ct K, i ‘.’ \ A,,, he a chain 
of rings and of : K,,, + K, bc a Inonornorpllisrn. i,et /I, h-,[-, ‘i’]. 
i I ,..., 711. Evidently, 11, Y .t. C /I,,, . Let P bc the sulxing of .ll,,,(l),,S), 
consisting of all those matrices (tl, ,) Lvhich satisf! the following conditions: 
(1) d,, 6: II, for all i, j; (2) tl,, t zI1, if i j. It is straightfor\vard to check that 
P is indeed a subring of -U,,,(D,,,). \Yc shali denote I’ t,y (K, , w, y, 3:. 
Such rings have been considered by (‘lark [2] \t-hen li, .‘. I<,,, is 
a skew iicld and y id.; howcvcr, their relation to skcx polynomial rings 
seems to be ncn;; see Theorem 2. I (a). 
1f:‘e fix some terminology. X se~~z’s~~~rp/e (rcsp. si~pk) I-ing means ;I right 
ArCnian ring with no nilpotent ideals (wsp. 110 proper ideals). All idempotents 
arc assunncd to bc nonzero. An idempotcnt e in a right A4rtinian ring is 
pritnitiw if it can not be written as a sum of t\vo orthogonal idempotcnts. 
-An idempotent ,f in a semisimple ring Q is semiprimitiw if it is primitive in 
the center of (,,. X se&basic semisimplp rirzg is a direct sum of a finite number 
of skew fields; in such a ring, every idempotent is central. 
For a positive integer n, WC let I,, stand for the set (I ,..., 711. 
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2. A SPECIAL &x 
In this section, we consider the skew polynomial rings Q[x, p], assuming 
that Q is a self-basic semisimple ring and p : Q---f Q is a monomorphism 
which induces a cycle on the set of all primitive idempotcnts of Q. 
Theorem 2.1 describes the structure and properties of these rings as well 
as the structure of finitely generated right projcctives over them. Theorem 2.2 
describes ideals and Theorem 2.4 shows that certain factor rings are 
generalized right uniserial rings. 
?‘HEOf?EYU 2.1. Let 0 be a self-basic semisimple riq a?~~ (J’~ ,...,.f,,) ix 
the set of all the distinct primitive idempotents of iI,. Let ‘in be the cycle 011 I,,! 
dejked b-v r(m) : I and v(i) = i + 1 if i # m. .Jssume that p : Q - ,O is 
a monomorphism such that p(.f,) :-f& and let R Q[.v, p]. Then 
(a) There exists a chain Kl _C ... C A-,,, of skew fields and a mono- 
morphism y : K,,, - h; such that R 2 {K, , m, ‘p, 21. Further, p is an auto- 
morphism tf and only if hYl ‘.’ =: J& and p is an automorphism. 
(h) R is a +4t hereditary rz$t AToetherian prime Gng and a Yi’hf ortlel 
in a simple uinf. P(R) is an exhaustive ri’ht divisor set in R. 
(c) If ,I1 is a jtzitely Cyenrrated puojectizze right R-module, then M can be 
u?ziquej?’ expressed as 
where 11, are nonnegative integers. R has precisely m distinct isomoq%ym classes 
?f uGjbr~n Yight projectives; {,f,R : i E I,,): is a reppiesentatke set of these iso- 
morphism classes. 
(a) Evidently, Qf, is a skew field for each i E I,,, . Also, if we put 
h-? z p”‘mi(,Of,) = p7"-i(Q)f,,, , Vi E I,,, then ICI C ... C K,,, is a chain of skew 
fields and 
is a monomorphism. Further, p is an automorphism if and only if 
A; “. k;,, and 9 is an automorphism. 
We proceed to define a map [ : R + ~l~,,~(K~,,[z, ~1); it will be shown that 
[ : R ---> [ki, , m, v’, z> is an isomorphism. 
Since (fi : i E I,,,) is a set of orthogonal idempotents with CrL,,fj = 1, 
therefore R =: @,“l,=, fiRfj as Abelian groups. Thus, every Y E R can be 
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uniquely expressed as r = Cl:;-, yij with ri, E fiRfj . ‘To define t(r), WIG have 
to look more closely at each yij . Since rij E R, we have yij = C x”g,, , 
V q7, E Q. Then 
So, if we put 
yij -= fLrijfj I-- C x”y,,fnn,i,f, . 
H,; ---,i-i, if j >i, 
111 1 j -- i, otherwise, 
then yij has the form 
r,, --. ,x1’, ‘N,, , 
where lIi, E (Qf,)[x”if, , yj. C, ,‘ince x is a regular element in I?, Hi, is uniquely 
determined by ri, . ClearI?-. N,j has the form Zf,, x1 .x’“‘y~,,,Jj . \\-c put 
!I // ; -“‘P i(d,,,f,). 
for all 4r , (i2 E Q, ;, j, k E I,,, , and 1, , I, 0. It follow3 that c is ii nrono- 
morphism of rings. It is clear that Im e {K, ! ~11 , ‘p . 3;. llence 
R 2 ;I<, ) I/J, q, zj. 
Cntil further notice, WC shall identify K xvith if<, , WI, ~1, zj I)!- the isn- 
morphism 4. Notice that after this identification, .f, is the matrix with 
(i, i)-th entry 1 and all other cntrics zero. 
(1~) Put il; z-m K,[2, ~1, VliEI,,, . It is \heli-known [S, p. 29; that Di 
has a right Euclidean algorithm so that it is a PA-domain and a right order 
in a skew field. Let {fij : i, j EI,,,} be the usual system of matris units in 
zlir,,,(ll,,,). ‘Then ,f;, E R if i. .i j and fsj $ R but zfjfij E R if i > j. It follol.vs that 
every nonzero two-sided ideal of R has a nonzero intersection with f,,~Ul,~,~,,! . 
Thus K is a prime ring. Let ‘-1 be the subring of R, consisting of all the 
diagonal matrices. Th en z~ r% 31:” 1 Di lvhich is a p&ring. Evidently, R is 
a finitely generated right /l-module. It follows that R is a right Soetherian 
ring and so a right order in a simple ring by Goldie’s theorem [4 or 91. 
Let E be the subset of A, consisting of all those nonzero diagonal matrices 
diag ni satisfying the condition deg d, .‘. == deg d,,, . It is easily seen that I? 
is an exhaustive right divisor set in z3. iYe claim that E: is an cshaustive right 
divisor set in R. Let d ~ diag d, L R and Y =mm (s?,) t R. Then, for each fixed,; t I,,, , 
djzf’~J), is an essential right ideal of 1); . So, tl,sij : s,,dt for some s:.,EzQ’~~~ and 
0 _~ d;, E D, L:sing the right common multiple property (cf, [6, p. 2631 or 
[9]), we get 0 m+ d,* t D, and sij E ,zf,~Dj such that deg d,* .‘. ~: deg d,,,* 
and d,skj : s,)dj* for all Z, j EJ,,, . Putting 1.’ (~1,) and nV -7: diag nl*, 
we have dr’ == rrl” with I’ E R and d* E B. Thus E is a right divisor set 
in .-l as well as R. Let A and l? be the right quotient rings of A4 and R, 
respectively, w.r.t. E. ‘1Yc may consider -? canonically as a subring of /?. 
Then ii is a finitely generated right rf-module. Since A3 is a right order in 
a scmisimple ring and E is an exhaustive right divisor set in -4, therefore A 
is scmisimplc. Thus, I? is right Artinian. Since R is a prime ring, l? has 
to be a simple ring. It follows [13] that R is a right order in the simple ring ii 
and that E is an exhaustive right divisor set in R. Since C?(R) is a semigroup 
of regular elements of R and B i P(R), therefore, P(R) is an exhaustive 
right divisor set in R. While proving part (c), we shall show that I? is a right 
hereditary ring. 
(c) Notice: fi - _ fii for all i t 1, . Let 9 be a nonzero right ideal of R 
with .Y’ CflR. Evidently, entries of Jfi form a right ideal of Di for each i. 
Since each Dj is a p&domain, there exists a manic polynomial di E Di such 
that .Ff( = fl,diDj , i.e., Sf, consists of all those matrices with (I, i)-th entry 
in niDi and zeros elsewhere. If i <j, thenflj and ~f,~ belong to R; so, 
Thus, in D,,, , we have 
djzDi C diDi ; d,Dj C djDj if i <j. 
Since 9 is nonzero, it is now clear that each di f 0. Let k be the first integer 
in I,, such that d,Dj = djDj for all j > k, ,j E I,, . As shown above, 
d,;zDi C d,D, for all i < k. If possible, let d,zD, g diDi for some i < k. 
Then there exists a nonunit a E Di such that d,z = dia. Xow, if d,D, = 
d,D, , then for i < 1 < k, d,D, C d,D, _C d,D, = d,D, ; since all d, are manic 
polynomials, we have di = d, . Consequently, diDj = djDj for all j > i, 
481/19/3-z 
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j E I,,, 3 contrary to our choice of k. So, d,D, $ d,D, . Thus there exists a 
nonunit b E D, such that dj = d,.b. So, 
cI,~z = dia = d,ba 
or 
which is impossible in I),(. It is immediate now that .Y -fi,~d,~R. 
If lz =i’ 1, let u: be the matrix with (1, k)-th element 1, (k, I)-th element z, 
(;, i)-th element I for all i E I,,, , i 7’ I, k and zeros elsewhere; if /z I, let 01 
be the identity matrix. Let p m=- diag d, and let y c$. It is easily seen that y 
is a regular element in M,,(D,,,) ‘ d an so also in R and that ,f,>r H rf,r giv-es an 
R-isomorphism f,:R E .1. Since R =~ ,;iiyy, fiR, it follows that .Y is a projective 
right R-module. It is easily seen that~f,R -fliR C f,R. 14:~ conclude that each 
submodule of each f,R is projective and isomorphic to one of the set 
(f,R : i c I,,,). It follows [ 10, 13. 851 that R is a right hereditary ring and that 
everv finitely gencratcd right projective :\I can be expressed as 
where n, are nonnegative integers. 
We now treat R as Q[x, p]. Then sR is an ideal of R and RjxR _N 0 in 
a natural way. Thus, if 17 : 0; r (f;iR)“~ -+ o~~,(fiR)“L is an isomoyph5ism 
of R-modules, then we have the induced Q-isomorphism 
Since Q is self-basic, fjQ $ f,Q f or i :j: j. The structure theorem for semi- 
simple modules now yields ni = li for all i EI,, The assertion about the 
isomorphism classes of uniform projectives is now clear. This completes 
the proof. 
We remark that the property of 9(R) proved in Theorems 2.1 (b) and 3.3 
will play a crucial role in the sequel to this paper [8]. 
The following theorem is adopted from Ref. [2]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Kl !G ... C K,,, be a chain of skew fields and let 
g, : K,,, + K, be a monomorphism. Let R == {Ki , m, p7, z} and D; = KJz, q~], 
i E I,,, . Then the nonxero ideals of R aye precisely those subsets of R which are 
of the form (gijDj), wlzere each gi, is a manic polynomial such that 
(a) g,,D, is n txo-sided ideul of Dj for all i, 1’ C I,,, ; if i _C’j then 
g;Jl, c ,-II,) 
(b) Ifj < h, then g,, ~ gzi, 0~ gfhz. 
(c) rf i < k, then g,,) = g,, or g,;z. 
boo/. Let (f,, : ;, j t I,,,) be the usual system of matrix units in .1/,,,(11,,,). 
Then ftiz t I? for all i, j t I,,, and .f,j t R if i : j. 
Let -4 be a nonzero ideal of R. Then, for each i, j t I,,, , fi,.4f,, --~ <dj,f,, , 
\vhere A,, is a nonzero additive subgroup of Dj such that Dizl,,Di Aij . 
\~c have a uniquel!. determined manic polynomial g,, F I), such that 
gJj, =- -1,, If k; A-,,, ) then g,$, is evidently a two-sided ideal of II, . 
Assume that K, =c I<,,, and, if possible, let 
_I) 1. 3” 1, ‘4 6fi --’ b rip1 - .” t - B/% , 
where n :, k, CX,~+~ ,..., 01~~ t K, and CQ 7’ 0. So, 2~~; E~,,D, ; it is immediate 
that zgij =g,,z so that CJJ(CY,,) ~~~~ u,; Also, for each a: E K, , there exists an 
IN’ E K, such that ~g(, =~~ gila’; on equating coefficients, this yields ~“‘(a) CX,? ~~ 
‘~,:ql~(a), contrary to K, f K,,, . Hence, ,Y,~ =- zfi so that siiD, is an idcal 
of I), This proves (a). 
Let j < h. Then ~~,f,,f,,~ gofilL t A; so, g,j =g,,Ld for some manic 
d c D,, ,41so, gi,,fihfi,jx : gibz.fi, E -1, so that gilp == g,jd’ for some manic 
d’ E D, . Since <yikz : g,,dd’ and gill =/ 0, it follows that ri = 1 or d’ -= I. 
This yields,?;, : xl?, orEi,,-“. This proves (b). Part (c) is proved in an analogous 
manner. The converse is easy. See Ref. [2]. 
ITurther information concerning ideals in R can be adopted from Ref. [2]. 
For information concerning ideals in skew polynomial I-ings over skew fields, 
see Refs. [5] and [7]. 
\Ve note that the elements gii , i, j E I,,, , in Theorem 2.2, are uniquely 
determined by the ideal A =m (g,,D,). If each gjj is of the form z”zj, II,, 0, 
then A z (g;,D,) is called a homogeneous ideal of R. \Ve shall bc particularly 
inter-ested in the structure of R/A, R-here **I is a homogeneous ideal of R. 
For this, we need a preliminary result. 
Let k; C ... !,^ K,, be a chain of skew fields, 9 : K,,, --z h; be a mono- 
morphism and K = {Kj , nr, y, 2). Let I), 7 Kj[z, 91 and {,f,, : i,j E I,,,) be 
the usual system of matrix units in I1f,,,(D,,,). Let tf : (zsLj/),), where cii 0 
if j ,‘- i and tl, = 1 if j i. Then f-l is a homogeneous ideal of R and 
R:‘H r <II;‘, K, in a natural way. ‘l’hus, \ve may regard each Ki as a right 
R-module in a natural way. 11:e denote this right R-module by Li . Evidently, 
each Lj is a simple R-module. 
Kow consider the sequence {:lr,y : s t Z i 1 of right ideals of R where 
df, = f&z’R if s = II?1 + 12, I2 t I,), ) I .,’ 0. 
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LEMMA 2.3. IJet the notation be as above. Then 
Proof, 
(1) Obvious. 
(2)-(3) Let J1, .fi,$R. Let d be the diagonal matrix with the first 
diagonal entry z 1 and all other diagonal entries I. Then d is a regular element 
of R and the map 4 : .flf,,R + fi&R defined by 
is an R-isomorphism with f(I1l,q -i) J1,Cd 1 . It is straightforward to check 
that M,/M~J1 -2 L,t. . (3) is now immediate, cf, Theorem 2.1 (c). 
(4) Let M, 2 M 3 M, f&z’R. As shown in the proof of Theorem 
2.1 (c), 111 m= f,,d,R for some j E lw’n, and manic monomial dj E Dj . So, there 
exists r E R such that f&z7 -= fijd,y = fijd,(fjjrfkl;). Let fjjcfklc =~-. djl,.f,,. . 
Then d,d,,< --= x7. So, d, = 2” for some 0 f n .cC 1 and M =,fij~‘“R = JZr,,,,, , . 
This completes the proof. 
We remark that f,,R E Mi for each i E I, so that a series, similar to the 
series (flf,$ : s E Z .$, is available for each fiiR, i E I,, . 
We shall call a ring S a generalized right z&serial ring if the unity of S can 
be decomposed into a sum of a finite number of orthogonal indecomposible 
idempotents ei , i = I,..., n such that each e$S’ has a unique composition 
series of right ideals of S. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let KI C .” C: K,,, be a chain of skew fields, q~ : K,, --f ICI 
be a monomorphism and R = {Ki , m, p, 2). Let A be a homogeneous ideal of R. 
Then R/A is a generalized right uniserial ring. 
Proof. Let Di := KJz, ~1, i EJ,, . Then, A = (zyzzjDj), nii 3 0 for all 
i, j E I,,, . Let {fij : i, j E 1,) be the usual system of matrix units in M,,(D,,). 
It is clear (cf., proof of Theorem 2.1 (c)) that A can be expressed as 
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where 1; 1: _ 0, ki E I,,, , and I, :> 1 if i :> hi . Using Lemma 2.3, the right 
R-module R/A can be decomposed as 
where each summand on the right side has a unique composition series of 
R-submodules. Let S be the ring R,‘d and let e, = fii 1 9. Then it follows 
that P,S is an indecomposible S-module with unique composition series 
and s (T:?,r ,, 1m1 eiS. This completes the proof. 
3. THE GENERAL CXSE 
In this section, we consider the ring Q[x, p], where Q is an arbitrary semi- 
simple ring and p : Q -Q is a monomorphism. The main result of this 
section is Theorem 3.3. 
We need a definition. A positive integer k is the right rank of a ring A 
if k is the smallest positive integer such that every right ideal of A can be 
generated by at most k elements. If no such integer exists, then the right 
rank of .il is infinite. 
LEJlMA 3.1. Let Q be a semisimple ring, {fi ,..., fn,} be the set of all the 
distinct semiprimitive idempotents in Q. Assume that p : Q + Q is a mono- 
morphism such that ,o(f?) = fncij w er T is the cycle on I, defined by r(m) = 1 h e 
and n(i) :m i + 1 otherwise. Let R == Q[x, p]. Then 
(a) There exists a chain of skew Jields hrI C .‘. C K,,, , a monomorphism 
v : K,,, - k; and a positive integer n such that 
R s JC(K , m, v, 4). 
p is an automorphism if and only if ICI == ... = K,, and y is an automorphism 
(h) R is a right hereditary rigkt Noetherian prime ring of right rank m 
and a right order in a simple ring. 9(R) is an exhaustive right divisor set in R. 
(c) For each i E I,, , let ei be a primitive idempotent in Qfi . Then any 
finitely generated proj’ective right R-module M can be uniquely expressed as 
where n7 are nonnegative integers. R has precisely m distinct isomorphism classes 
of uniform projective right modules; (e,R : i E I,,,} is a representative set of these 
isomorphism classes. 
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(a) ClearI!, c)fr is a simple Artinian ring. 11~ tlie \Vedderburn -A4rtin 
theorem, there exists a complctc system of matrix units lci, : ;,j~, f,,] in 
Qfl so that its centralizer in O!fi is a skew field. Since p”‘(,fi) .t; , it follo\vs 
that {p”‘(r.,,) : i,.j t I,,) is also a complete system of matris tinits in 0/i . 
Hence [O, p. 591, there exists a unit E’ in Of, such that z’ ‘p”‘(r,,) z: (‘,, fat 
all i, ,; E I,, Put II 7, I xy’,f, ; t!ren 21 is a unit in Q. Put $ rl /I. .4s 
noted in Section I, R (;)[Jc, C/J]- whcrc ~7 .XZI. I:urther, our choice of IL 
readily yields ~/J”‘(c,,) fi, for all i, j cm I:, 
It is wident that for each k, 0 ‘/i IW I, jlp(CII) : ;,.; t I,,) is a s!Y3tcnl 
of matrili units in CJf,, 1 . I:sing the uniqueness part of the \Yeddcrburn- 
Artin theorem and the completeness of [c,, : i,.j r I,,) in Qfi , it folloits that 
{tfV(f,,) : i, j t fli j is a complete system of matrix units in Q-f,, r ; so, its 
centralizer f2,t , in Qf,, r is a skew field with ,f,, r as the unitv. Let 
,:’ 1 
fi’ ,,, 1 $“‘(c,,), i,; L I,, 
/, 0 
It is straightforward to check that -I/ ifi,,, : i,j t /,I is a system of matrix 
units in 0 and its centralizer in 0 is B !:~~~~‘~, B,, . Evidcntl!; R is a self-basic 
semisimple ring and [,f, ,.. ., fi,,) is the set of all the distinct primitke idem- 
potents in K. Since Il,(E,,) IC;, for all i, j c I,< , $ induces a monoInorI-‘hislti 
4/; : B ---+ B such t!rat &) fZT7(;) for cvcr~. i E I,,, 
\\‘-c now consider the ccntralizct X,(:91) of .II in R. I:vidcntl\-, 
U <-Y %,(ilI) and y E %iJ.lf) so that H[y, $1 < %,(JI). On the other 
hand. if ~~JJ’c/~ E XR(:ll) with each (1, t 0, then 
for all i, ,j c In ; since y is a regular element of K and commutes \vith cacli _ 
Eji , WC get 
for all i, J’, and s involved. Hence % K(ill) R[J~, $1. It follows [6, p. 521 that 
R z M,,(B[y, $1). Lemma 2. I (a) now completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) The isomorphism R -s il(,,(B[yr, $1) established abovc together 
with Lemma 2. I (b) readily yield that R is a right hereditary right Koethcrian 
prime ring and a right order in a simple ring [ 1 1, 9 or 131. By Lemma 2.1 (b), 
Q(B[y, $1) is an exhaustive right divisor set in B[J~, $1. It is straightforward 
to see that it is also an exhaustive right divisor set in Ii. Since P(R) is a 
scmigroup of regular elements of R and contains Lr(H[y, $I), therefore c/(R) 
is an exhaustive right divisor set in R. 
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It remains to show that right rank R = m. Consider the ring T ~~2 Q[F, p”‘]. 
Since p”‘(f,) ~: fi for each i E I,,, , it follows that 7’ := $3; 1 (Qfj)[x”7fT , p”‘]. 
Part (a) of the lemma shows that each (Qf+)[.~“if, , p”‘] is isomorphic with the 
rin gofn; II matrices with entries in a skew polynomial ring over a skew 
field. It follows that 1’ is a pri-ring (cf, [5] or [9]). Now- R can be canonically 
considcrcd as a right module over T and as such it has {,Y” : 0 ’ W m I) 
as a basis. Hence every right T-submodule of R has a set of generators 
containing at most m elements [4, Chap. 6, p. 91. In particular, right rank 
R wz. 7‘0 show that the right rank of R is m, it now suffices to obtain a factor 
ring of R with right rank II?. Using part (a), we identifv R with 
llf,,({K 3 m, p, ~1). Consider the set 1 of all those matrices in R each cntrq 
of which has constant term zero. I is clearly an ideal of R and RiZ is canonically 
isomorphic with the blocked upper triangular matrix ring 
Let A bc the subset of S, consisting of those blocked triangular matrices in 
which the first m ~ 1 columns of blocks vanish. Then z-l is a right ideal of S 
and ~~(-4) consists of those blocked triangular matrices in which the (m, m)-th 
block is zero. Thus any set of generators of A as a right ideal of S is also a set 
of generators of A as a canonical right M,(K,,,)-module. Since A is a free 
module over M,(K,,,) and has a basis of m elements, it follows that the right 
rank of S is m. As indicated above, we now have right rank R = m. This 
proves part (b). 
(c) Firstly observe that if ei and ei’ be primitive idempotents in Qfi then 
we can construct two complete systems of matrix units in Qfi such that 
e, and e,’ occur as (1, I)-th elements respectively. cf. [6, p. 591. Thus there 
exists an inner automorphism of Qfz and so of Q sending ei to e+‘. It follows 
that e,R z e,‘R as R-modules. We choose ei in a convenient way as follows. 
Using part (a), we identify R with M,({Ki , 712, qJ, z)). rut nj = K,[z, p’] 
and take {K, , m, 9, z} as the appropriate subring of :lflll(D,,,). Elements of R 
are thus IZ :< n block matrices. Let ei be the element of R in which all but the 
(I, I)-th block are zero and the (1, I)-th block is the m x m matrix with 
(i, i)-th entry 1 and other entries zero. It is easily seen that ei is a primitive 
idempotent in Qfi for each i E I. The rest follows from Theorem 2.1 and results 
in $2 of [I 11. This completes the proof. 
The following lemma shows how the general case can be handled using 
Lemma 3.1; the lemma is clear if p happens to be an automorphism. 
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LEN>IA 3.2. Let Q De u semisimple ring, ifi ,..., j,,,) be the set vj all the 
distinct semiprimitive idempotents of 0 and p : 0 --F 0 be un arbitrur? mono- 
morphism. Then there exists a unique permutation n on I,,, such that p(.j,) ,fzC,, 
$2, all i t I,,, . 
Let 7i 7r1 . . . 77, be a decomposition of 7~ into mutually disjoirrt cyrles 
(we write I -Cycles also). Put 
where i t STY means i occurs irz the cycle notation oj 7~~ Then, fey each 1 G I, , 
p(g,) 1 g, , p induces a monomorphism pi : QgI + QgL , { ji , i E 7~~) is the set 
of all the distinct semipvimitize idempotents in QgL and p,(j,) ~:~m ji-:(o for all 
it: 7~~ , Further, 
Proof. Let {ei : i E 1,i be a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in Q 
with x: 1 ei 1; by reindexing if necessary, we haye integers 0 
k, < k, -:.. ‘. -< li,,, : n such that, for each h E I,,, , 
Observe that (p(eJ : i E 1,) is also a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents 
in Q with xy~ 1 p(e,) = 1. Thus [6, p. 591, there exists a unit u in Q and a 
permutation y on I, such that, putting sl, 1 jl p, we have $(r,) e,.(,) 
for all i E 1, . 
It is immediate from the LTTcdderburn-Artin theorem that ei and e, belong 
to the same block of Q if and only if eiQej # (0). Evidently, e,,ci) Qe.,,(,) 71 (0) 
if eiQej # (0). Thus, for each h EI,,, , there exists a unique p E 17,I such that 
if k,_, + 1 si i :< lz, then k,_, -f 1 s< y(i) < k, . Since y is a permutation 
on a finite set, it is readily seen that y establishes a bijection of the set 
(k,-, + I ,..., k,} with {k,_, + l,..., k,). Hence $(fn) = fU . Since .f, belongs 
to the center of Q, this yields p(j,J = j, . The required permutation TT on I,,, 
is defined by n(h) = CL. 
It is now easy to complete the proof. 
Notice that the permutation T depends not only on p but also on the 
indexing of the set of the semiprimitive idempotents in Q; however, the posi- 
tive integers t and max{length r1 : 1 E 1,) depend upon p alone ; these will 
be called the orbiting index and the shz@ing index of p, respectively. The 
sequence (length TT~ : I E I,} is determined by p upto a permutation; it will 
be called the sequence of orbit lengths of p. Clearly, m = C:_, length r1 . 
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1T:e now have the following result. 
‘I’IlEOREal 3.3. Let 9 be a semisimple ring and p : 0 --•f ,O be a monomorphism 
.with orbiting index t, shufling index s and the sequence of orbit lengths {mA : h E I,>. 
Let R = Q[x, p]. Then 
(a) For each X E I, , there exists a chain of slier*: fields KY:“’ C ... C I;,ifl , 
a mononwphisriz F,~ : K$ --• K:“’ and a positive integer n,] such that 
p is an automorphism if and only if, for each X E I, , Rj”’ = ... = K$ and q,, 
is an automorphism. 
(b) R is a right hereditary, right Xoetherian semiprime ring of right rank 
s and a right order in a semisimple ring. S(R) is an exhaustive right divisor set 
in R. 
(c) Q has m =m= z,i- I m, blocks. For each i E I,, , let ei be a primitive 
idempotent in the i-th blocfz of Q. Then any finitely generated projective right 
R-module ;PI can be uniquely expressed as 
ushere k, are nonnegative integers. R has precisely m isomorphism classes oj 
uniform right projectives; {e,R : i E I,,) is a representative set of these isomor- 
phism classes. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.1 and 3.2. 
Sotice that ideals and special types of factor rings of R can be described 
by using Theorems 3.3, 2.2, and 2.3. 
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